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The study of vocabulary is an effective way to help the learners to increase their 
vocabulary in the target language. Word frequency list helps learners determine the most 
useful words to study. To systematically study vocabulary, learners may use those words 
to help them to write a better mini-theses enriched with huge vocabulary knowledge, and 
then apply the appropriate words on their writings. The collection of twenty-one 
students’ mini-theses from English study program was processed by TextStat to list the 
frequency word vocabulary. Finally, 1000 frequently used words were presented to see 
the words selection used by the students in writing their mini-theses. Most of the words 
found in mini-theses are functional words. This corpus of 1000 words can be utilized as a 
reference for the students to improve their vocabulary and writing. 
 







Studi kosakata adalah cara yang efektif untuk membantu para siswa meningkatkan 
kosakata mereka dalam bahasa target. Daftar frekuensi kata membantu mahasiswa 
menentukan kata-kata yang paling berguna untuk dipelajari. Untuk belajar kosakata 
secara sistematis, Mahasiswa dapat menggunakan kata-kata itu untuk membantu mereka 
menulis tugas akhir yang lebih baik yang diperkaya dengan pengetahuan kosakata yang 
sangat besar, dan menggunakan kata-kata yang tepat pada tulisan-tulisan mereka. 
Koleksi dua puluh satu tulisan tugas akhir mahasiswa program studi Bahasa Inggris 
diproses oleh TextStat untuk mendaftarkan frekuensi kata. Akhirnya, 1000 kata yang 
sering digunakan ditampilkan untuk melihat pemilihan kata yang digunakan oleh 
mahasiswa dalam menulis tugas akhir mereka. Sebagian besar kata yang ditemukan 
dalam tulisan tugas akhir mahasiswa adalah kata-kata fungsional. Korpus 1000 kata ini 
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One of the most significant components for students in writing is vocabulary. 
It implies that students must know the vocabulary they use in their writings. There 
are some reasons why vocabulary is significant. Lessard-Clouston (2013) and 
Alqahtani (2015) expressed that vocabulary is central to English language teaching 
because without sufficient vocabulary students cannot understand others or express 
their own ideas.Vocabulary mastery is needed to express our ideas and to be able 
to understand other people's sayings.  Nation (2001) realised that the acquisition of 
vocabulary is essential for successful second language use and plays a vital role in 
the formation of complete spoken and written texts. In English as a second 
language (ESL) and English as a foreign language (EFL) learning vocabulary items 
plays a vital role in all language skills (i.e. listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing). As Schmitt (2010) noted, “learners carry around dictionaries and not 
grammar books”. Teaching vocabulary helps students understand and 
communicate with others in English. Vocabulary acquisition affects language 
skill’s development. Vocabulary is the critical element in the second language 
skills. Vocabulary expansion is essential for learners to reach proficiency in 
English. In language learning and teaching, vocabulary knowledge is central to 
communicative competence and the acquisition of a language. Students learn 
vocabulary through course books, and the size of their vocabulary determines their 
language performance. Vocabulary is the most critical element to build their 
English knowledge and has a substantial effect on their future language learning 
progress.  
Another area of study relating to vocabulary coverage is the issue of word 
frequency. It is often stated that learner should focus on learning the most common 
2,000 or so words of a language since these account for 80% or so of most contexts 
(Nation, 2002). Nation also calculated that learner need 3,000-word families to feel 
even somewhat comfortable reading, and 5,000 to be comfortable in most 
situations. This is based on the assumption that the texts should contain 98% 
known words. It is considered as the standard of comfortable reading for students 
to achieve to make them able to maximize their vocabulary learning. 




Words can be difficult because of factors like frequency (Chen & Truscott, 
2010). Therefore, it is necessary to discover the frequency of specific words occurs 
in the students’ mini-theses to identify the factors that make words difficult. It is 
important as it will analyze the difficulty level of an individual word for effective 
learning of vocabulary acquisition. 
The word frequency lists and many others are available online and can be 
used by material writers, researchers, and students to drill the most useful words. 
Word frequency list is the foundation on which intentional study of vocabulary lie. 
Thus, this study used frequency list vocabulary generated from the collection of 
students’ mini-theses of Foreign Language Academy of Widya Dharma Academic 
Year 2011 to see the frequency of words in their writings. 
The collection of students’ mini-theses is in the form of corpus. Desagulier 
(2017) stated that a corpus is a digital text or collection of texts. A corpus may 
contain texts in a single language or in multiple languages. Browne (2013) created a 
new list of important high-frequency vocabulary words for second language 
learners of English. The New General Service List (NGSL) is a list of 
approximately 2,800 core vocabulary words published. First published in early 
2013, the NGSL provides over 92% coverage for most general English texts (the 
highest of any corpus-derived general English word list to date). Word frequency 
lists, the focus of these mini-theses, are built from corpora. 
In 2000, Avril Coxhead of Massey University created Academic Word Lists 
(AWL) which began after the 2,000th word on the BNC. In particular, these 
academic words lists, which contained 570 word families, are meant for students 
aiming to study at an English speaking tertiary institution.  While a great number 
of corpora presently exist from a variety of sources, the British National Corpus 
(BNC) is one of the most comprehensive and most utilized for vocabulary 
research. The BNC contains 100 million samples of both written and spoken 
language; 75% of the written texts were chosen from informative writings, i.e., 
fields of applied sciences, arts, finance, while 25% of the written texts were 
imaginative, that is, literary and creative works (Leech et al., 2001, p. 1). 
Accordingly, a word frequency list of the BNC is a useful tool for researchers of 




English, in particular, British English. As with other word frequency lists, the first 
2,000 words on the BNC are considered useful for general language purposes, such 
as reading simple texts and for everyday conversations. Nation (2001 ) believes 
that language leaners need a minimum vocabulary size of 2000 word families and a 
good  
The New Academic Vocabulary List (AVL) (Gardner & Davies 2014) 
was compiled on the basis of 120 million words from nine academic disciplines. 
With the publication of the 2013 NGSL, which is based on the concept of modified 
lexemes,  a new list of important high frequency academic words that would fit 
tightly together with the NGSL was created and therefore published the New 
Academic Word List (NAWL), which was based on a 288 million word academic 
corpus. Like the NGSL, the NAWL provides a bit better coverage than the original 
AWL. 
The word frequency list and many others are available online and can be 
used by material writers, researchers, and students to drill the most useful words. 
Word frequency list is the foundation on which intentional study of vocabulary 
lies. Thus, this study used frequency list vocabulary generated from the collection 
of students’ mini-theses of Foreign Language Academy of Widya Dharma 
Academic Year 2011 to see the frequency of words in their writings. 
There were some previous researches on words frequency list conducted by 
researchers. Vongpumivitch, Huang, and Chang (2009) explored the use of words 
in Coxhead’s (2000) Academic Word List (AWL) in journal articles in the field of 
applied linguistics. A 1.5 million-word corpus called the Applied Linguistics 
Research Articles Corpus (ALC) was created for this study. Most of the AWL 
word forms belong to the word families included in Coxhead’s first and second 
sublists. The non-AWL word forms are specialized terms in applied linguistics, 
terms related to language education and research methodology, and 
adjectives/nouns indicating countries/languages. Brysbaert, Mandera, and Keuleers 
(2018) observed that high-frequency words are processed more efficiently than 
low-frequency words. Matsuoka and Hirsh (2010) also researched analysis of an 
ELT course book. Their Research findings suggested that it only provided minimal 




opportunities for students to develop vocabulary knowledge beyond frequency and 
academic words. 
Taking advantage of large modern corpora, the current study explores the 
word frequency of the collection of students' mini-theses academic year 2011 in 
terms of different word classes. The word frequency was investigated at the same 
time to describe the variety of vocabulary used by the students to write their mini-
theses. It is expected the students would increase their vocabulary in the target 
language. The words choice and variety were shown to help the students in writing 
their mini-theses.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
This research used corpus as the only data because it aims to look the 
number of words in the mini-theses of the 21 Foreign Language Academy of 
Widya Dharma students. Conrad (1999) stated that there are three important 
characteristics of corpus-based research. First, corpus-based research uses a 
principled collection of naturally occurring texts. The second characteristic is that 
corpus-based research uses a computer to analyze. In this kind of research, it will 
not be feasible to analyze the corpora or many complex features without a 
computer. However, in some cases, it needs human judgments when the features 
are ambiguous. The third characteristic is that corpus-based research includes both 
quantitative analyses and functional interpretation of language use. 
In this research, the corpus was in written form. Document analysis was used 
as data collection instrument since the corpus was obtained from the students’ 
mini-theses. Qualitative research was used in this paper to describe the word 
frequency list the 21 students’ mini-theses of Foreign Language Academy of 
Widya Dharma academic year 2011. Computer technology was required to build 
the corpora of the 21 students’ mini-theses. TextSTAT was used in listing the 
words frequency list of the 21 students’ mini-theses. 
A corpus-based study is carried on in this paper to investigate the word 
frequency lists of Foreign Language Academy of Widya Dharma student’s mini-
theses in Pontianak. The first step is to collect the mini-theses written by twenty-




one students of Foreign Language Academy of Widya Dharma academic year 
2011. The mini-theses were in the form of PDF format. To obtain the corpus, the 
PDF file was converted into a TXT file. It was done to make it easier to analyze. 
After that, each file was analyzed using software. The software used as the data 
analysis instrument is TextSTAT for retrieval analysis.  TextSTAT is a simple 
programme for the analysis of texts. It reads plain text files (in different encodings) 
and HTML files (directly from the internet) and it produces word frequency lists 
and concordances from these files. It is a freeware available at 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/textstat/. The software was used to count the type 
frequency of each corpus. After getting the list of the words, the researcher sorted 
1000 the most frequent words occurred in the mini-theses. The analysis result was 
used by interpreting the analysis result of the word frequency and the context of 
each repeated word. In brief, the data analysis process was explained in the 
following table. 
Table 1. Data Analysis Process 
Phase Process Result 
 
1. 
Collecting data. (Foreign Language Academy of 
students’ mini-theses ). The data were scanned first, to 
make it into softcopy. 
 
Data (PDF file) 




Checking txt files word by word to make sure that 













Processed data  
 
5. 
Interpreting the processed data.
. Description the 
processed data 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Findings 
The table shows 1000 most frequent words. The words are found in twenty-
one students’ mini-theses of Foreign Language Academy of Widya Dharma 




academic year 2011. The words are ranked from the most frequent to the least 
frequent.  
 
Table 2. List of 1000 words frequently found in twenty-one students’ 




1 the 13387  
2 of 5900  
3 to 4589  
4 in 4389  
5 and 4376  
6 a 3371  
7 is 3219  
8 that 1874  
9 are 1424  
110 this 1320  
11 for 1152  
12 as 1116  
13 students 1102  
14 it 1079  
15 by 1050  
16 be 930  
17 on 930  
18 tense 914  
19 or 868  
20 research 821  
21 i 816  
22 not 801  
23 with 788  
24 from 769  
    
25 writers 768  
26 english 726  
27 he 712  
28 have 681  
29 you 681  
30 can 643  
31 which 603  
32 they 597  
33 past 582  
34 at 580  
35 an 548  
36 movie 546  
37 score 544  
38 his 523  
39 their 523  
40 was 514  
41 who 490  
42 about 476  
43 said 476  
44 time 474  
45 there 464  
46 language 463  
47 we 461  
48 test 458  
49 will 452  
50 has 440  
51 but 438  
52 her 414  
53 good 412  
54 present 406  













































































































































































224 government 107  
225 correct 105  
226 great 104  
227 family 103  
228 articles 102  
229 before 102  
230 doing 102  
231 example 102  
232 father 102  
233 given 102  
234 over 102  
235 especially 101  
236 here 101  
237 individual 101  
238 intrinsic 101  
239 therefore 100  
240 verbs 100  
241 coalition 99  
242 conclusion 99  
243 lyla 99  
244 researchers 98  
245 shows 98  
246 game 97  
247 conversation 96  
248 does 96  
249 indonesia 96  
250 items 96  
251 analyze 95  
252 another 95  
253 idea 95  
254 party 94  
255 view 94  
256 years 94  
257 hope 93  
258 purpose 93  
259 university 93  
260 gpa 92  
261 order 92  
262 scores 92  
263 since 92  
264 too 92  
265 discussion 91  
266 grammar 91  
267 introduction 91  
268 while 91  
269 gamers 90  
270 three 90  
271 understandin 90  
272 adjective 88  
273 article 88  
274 best 88  
275 end 88  
276 questions 88  
277 weasley 88  
278 daily 87  
279 readers 87  
280 statements 87  
281 teachers 86  
282 last 85  
283 now 85  
284 told 85  
285 being 84  
286 books 84  
287 never 84  
288 sentences 83  
289 clause 82  
290 collecting 82  
291 music 82  
292 read 82  
293 right 82  
294 suggestion 82  
295 even 81  
296 need 81  
297 same 81  
298 back 80  
299 level 79  
300 means 79  
301 written 79  
302 something 78  





















































































































































































































































544 activities 42  
545 again 42  
546 attention 42  
547 body 42  
548 boy 42  
549 chengcai 42  
550 control 42  
551 face 42  
552 hand 42  
553 local 42  
554 makes 42  
555 message 42  
556 page 42  
557 protagonist 42  
558 provide 42  
559 tools 42  
560 approach 41  
561 become 41  
562 billy 41  
563 fitzgerald 41  
564 friends 41  
565 grade 41  
566 hermione 41  
567 major 41  
568 measurement 41  
569 particular 41  
570 percent 41  
571 pks 41  
572 please 41  
573 sara 41  
574 source 41  
575 took 41  
576 wants 41  
577 abstract 40  
578 basic 40  
579 change 40  
580 easy 40  
581 event 40  
582 feel 40  
583 george 40  
584 head 40  
585 highest 40  
586 internet 40  
587 least 40  
588 off 40  
589 room 40  
590 speak 40  
591 taking 40  
592 text 40  
593 today 40  
594 ways 40  
595 yes 40  
596 cambridge 39  
597 consist 39  
598 east 39  
599 itself 39  
600 languages 39  
601 nick 39  
602 penelitian 39  
603 phonetic 39  
604 question 39  
605 rush 39  
606 sir 39  
607 someone 39  
608 sometimes 39  
609 taught 39  
610 team 39  
611 under 39  
612 useful 39  
613 variables 39  
614 water 39  
615 worked 39  
616 wrong 39  
617 conclude 38  
618 decision 38  
619 develop 38  
620 elementary 38  
621 eyes 38  
622 formula 38  





















































































































































































































































864 lives 26  
865 lowest 26  
866 meets 26  
867 offer 26  
868 pearson 26  
869 richard 26  
870 special 26  
871 wijaya 26  
872 woman 26  
873 actions 25  
874 actually 25  
875 adalah 25  
876 advanced 25  
877 answers 25  
878 categorized 25  
879 choice 25  
880 classes 25  
881 collection 25  
882 described 25  
883 difficult 25  
884 due 25  
885 fighting 25  
886 focus 25  
887 handbook 25  
888 held 25  
889 increase 25  
890 learned 25  
891 left 25  
892 listening 25  
893 loves 25  
894 motivation 25  
895 office 25  
896 qualification 25  
897 ryhmes 25  








































































































The word the is the most frequent type occurred in the course book. It occurred 13387 
times. The word of is the second most frequent type with its occurrence 5900 times. The 
word to is the third most frequent type occurred in the course book which occurred 4589 
times. The students must know the use of those words very well as they occurred the most 
in the students’ mini-theses. 
The finding of this research shows that most of the words found in mini-theses are 
functional words. Functional words might be prepositions, pronouns, auxiliary verbs, 
conjunctions, grammatical articles, or particles. As stated by Thomas, Pfister, and Peterson 
(2004), high-frequency words include functional/structural words. Functional words 
determine the meaning of a phrase or a chunk. Although functional words do not carry 
information, they contribute to meaning in some ways. Moreover, they are essential for 
understanding because they define the relationship between two words. It might lead to the 
misconception if someone does not know the different meaning and use. Mastering 
functional words, students can understand the word used in a sentence. 
 
Discussion 
The word the in the students’ mini-theses occurred 13387 times. The is part of 
articles. It is a functional word. Nation and Waring (1997: 8-9) said that the word the has 




important value in English since it is useful and commonly used. At daily used, the word the 
occurs so frequently about seven percents of the words on a page in written English and the 
same proportion of the words in a conversation are repetitions of the word the.  It showed 
that the word the in the students’ mini-theses is important and useful as it the frequently 
occurs in the text. 
The words the, of, to, in, and, a, is, that, are, and this are the top ten of highest 
frequency in the students’ mini-theses.  Their frequency of occurrences should bring 
positive effect for students although there is no exact number of frequencies which 
contributes vocabulary acquisition. The words repeated ten times in minimum would be 
enough to have an effect on students’ vocabulary acquisition. 
Technical words refer to the topic of the students’research. The words used in the 
students’ mini-theses were very common and limited. The use of technical terms related to 
the field of study was very poor as they should use the terms related to English language 




The finding of this research shows that most of the words found in mini-theses are 
functional words. Functional words might be prepositions, pronouns, auxiliary verbs, 
conjunctions, grammatical articles, or particles. The words the, of, to, in, and, a, is, that, are, 
and this is the top ten of highest frequency in the students’ mini-theses. The word the in the 
students’ mini-theses occurred 13387 times. 
The use of technical terms related to the field of study to make their writing more 
accurate is strongly suggested. The choice and variety of words should also be taken into 
consideration to create qualified writing.  The students can use this corpus as a reference for 
them to select and determine the proper words to be used in their mini-theses writing.  
The author should let the learners to always broaden their vocabulary in order to 
follow their English need. If they could not improve their vocabulary, they would not be 
able to follow their English lesson well.  
The last recommendation is for future researchers. This research analyzed the word 
frequency. However, the limitation of time and cost led the researcher to have this research 
only for twenty-one students’ mini-theses from English study program. Research involves 




more significant numbers of mini-theses from many academic years, and various study 
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